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Saint Valentine’s Day may now be
celebrated worldwide but tradi-
tions are often very different—

and sometimes have nothing at all to
do with romance. While in Europe it’s
all about couples cozying up, in the US
it’s more about schoolchildren cele-
brating fr iendship while in Japan
women give chocolates to their boss-
es. Yet in Muslim countries it has a
subversive edge. From pagan festival
to marketing ploy, we look at the rich
Valentine’s mix:

All whipped up 
Valentine’s Day was once a rather

violent affair. Its origins are thought to
go back to the Roman purification fes-
tival of Lupercalia when naked young
men would whip young ladies to make
them more fertile. Down the centuries
that evolved into only slightly less rau-
cous lotteries that paired young men
off with young women at medieval
carnivals.

Martyr to his heart 
The day is also, of course, associat-

ed with the cult of third century Roman
Christian martyr Saint Valentine. He lit-
erally lost his head over love—decapi-

tated on the orders of the Emperor
Claudius, they say, for secretly per-
forming weddings. According to the
legend, Valentine cured his jailer’s
blind daughter and the day before his
death slipped her a note signed “Your

Valentine”. Unfortunately there was no
happy ending.

Love letters 
In England the exchange of mes-

sages known as “valentines” on

February 14 developed with the rise of
the postal service in the 19th century,
with the sender often signing off “Your
Valentine”.  

Love spoons 
They did things differently across the

border in Wales. Their festival of love is
held on January 25 and celebrates a
fourth century Welsh princess called
Saint Dwynwen. Unlucky in love, bro-
ken-hearted Dwynwen sought solace in
religion and became a nun, praying for
others to find true love. Among the gifts
traditionally exchanged between lovers,
and would-be ones, are carved Welsh
wooden love spoons.

My darling Galentine 
The celebration took a commercial

turn in the mid-19th century in the
United States, with the invention of mass
produced greeting cards. Promoters
quickly got the idea to extend the “tradi-
tion” beyond lovers, with schoolchildren
now expected to bring a Valentine card
for every one of their classmates. Today
it has become a 20-billion-dollar busi-
ness and has even spawned Galentines
Day, when “gals” go out together and
eat waffles.

Hot choc 
The Japanese Valentine tradition

began after World War II when confec-
tionery makers thought up the wheeze
of having women offer chocolates to
their bosses and boyfriends on
February 14. A half-century later, the
practice has began an annual ritual,
with millions of Japanese women giving
pralines or ganaches to show affection,
friendship or professional respect. But
not any chocolate will do. The “giri
choco”, for example, are standard
chocolates reserved for work col-
leagues while the superior “honmei
choco” are the sign of true love.

Not in public 
Valentine’s is less loved in some

parts of the world however, with some
Muslim countries including Pakistan,
Indonesia, Malaysia and Saudi Arabia
taking a dim view. Although the day is
very popular in Iran, people have to
show their affection modestly. The
sale of heart-shaped balloons, for
example, is rather frowned upon by
traditionalists.—AFP

‘Singles’ shopping
baskets a Valentine’s
Day hit in Hungary

Asupermarket in Hungary has
brought smiles to faces and
romantic opportunities to shop-

pers by providing shopping baskets for
“Singles” in time for Valentine’s Day.
Shoppers entering the Auchan store in
Csomor, east of Budapest, can choose
a blue or pink basket with a “Single
Seeking Mate” sign. A sign above the
stack of baskets reads: “Are you sin-
gle? Use the singles baskets, so you
can meet ‘the one’ in your favorite
store”. “It’s a great idea in this time of
coronavirus. It’s an opportunity for
those seeking partners, and entertain-
ing and funny as well,” one shopper
Csilla Beres, 25, told AFP while grab-
bing a basket.

“Let’s see what comes up, and give it
a try, we don’t skip opportunities,” said
25-year-old Tamas as he wheeled his
basket into the store.  Staff who came
up with the idea decided it could prove

popular with unattached shoppers
whose dating channels have been
restricted by anti-coronavirus rules such
as social distancing and mask-wearing.
“Of course, we also draw attention to
the fact that you can only get acquaint-
ed with the maximum compliance with
epidemiological rules,” Ildiko Varga-
Futo, a manager at Auchan, told AFP.
After their success in Csomor, similar

baskets will be used in other Auchan
stores in Hungary on Valentine’s Day on
Sunday, she said. “I guess not everyone
heard about the news that there are
such baskets here,” a shopper
Annamaria, 40, told AFP on her way out.
“It didn’t work, but next time I’d try it
again,” she said.—AFP

‘All we have left’:
Dating apps on 
frontline of 
loneliness pandemic

Dating apps are booming in lock-
down—no longer just a way of
hooking up but also of simple

interaction at a time when the coron-
avirus inflicts loneliness on millions.
Rodrigo, 18, had never considered join-
ing a dating app until the months of
lockdown boredom finally forced his
hand.  “At the start, we told ourselves

the crisis will pass, that we just have to
have a bit patience. But when tempo-
rary becomes permanent, you have to
try new things,” he said. 

With school mostly online and limited
options for going out with friends, “I had
the feeling I was spending my entire life
with my parents.”  Rodrigo now visits
dating apps every day. More than just
chasing the thrill of a hook-up, they
have become a place to simply hang
out.  He has made friends with four peo-
ple his age through the apps and chats
with them daily—a way of “relieving the
stress and frustration” of the pandemic,
he says.  “It’s all we have left,” he sighs,
especially since Portugal was plunged
back into lockdown last month. 

Match, the group that includes sever-
al leading apps such as Tinder, Hinge
and Meetic, says it added more than a

million users in the last quarter of 2020,
up some 12 percent to around 11 million
worldwide.  “It sounds like a cliche, but
the apps have really kept me from sink-
ing,” said Sebastien, a 19-year-old stu-
dent in France.  “When we can’t go to
college, and the bars, restaurants, and
cinemas are all closed, we spend entire
days on our own, stewing. It’s horrific,”
he said. 

Watching yourself date 
Exchanges start by text before mov-

ing on to video chats—a function that
dating apps have increasingly focused
on since the pandemic ruled out the
usual next step of a physical date.
Martha, a 41-year-old Londoner, has
found Zoom dating a bit of a slog, even
if it saves her having to bother with per-
fume.  “The biggest challenge I found

with Zoom dating... was how strange it
is to watch yourself talking and laugh-
ing,” she said. 

She suspects a lot of people felt like
her—that the pandemic might actually
be an opportunity to focus on meeting
Mr or Mrs Right, “but somehow it’s hard-
er to motivate myself when I don’t know
when I’ll meet them in person, when I’ll
be able to have a flirt and a snog.”
Martha did eventually meet someone.
She’s not sure if it will last, but it has at
least provided a little companionship
through the dark winter months of
Britain’s extended lockdown. 

Others have had overnight success.
Ana, 31, a Spaniard from Valladolid,
took less than 24 hours to find someone
on Tinder and they have remained a
couple since.  “Towards the end of
2020, I convinced myself to give it a try

for a few days, while vowing that if the
conversations made me feel uncomfort-
able, or if I didn’t find a shoe that fits,
that I would drop it,” she said.  On the
other side of the world in Tokyo, 32-
year-old Ambroise, a translator, has not
been so lucky so far. 

Unwilling to risk meeting in person,
she says most of her connections have
fizzled out after a while, even if Tinder
has provided an outlet when her
morale dips. “I don’t really have hope
(of finding love) online... but no hope at
all in real life,” she said, adding that
when she leaves the house “I’m wear-
ing a mask, and often comfy clothes
with no make up... you know, pandemic
fashion!”—AFP

Since 2011 the Bronx Zoo has been
offering the only Valentine’s Day gift
that will last forever – the original

Name-a-Roach. For the past decade, the
Bronx Zoo offers the opportunity to sym-
bolically name its 10,000-plus giant

Madagascar hissing cockroaches. The
tongue-in-cheek Valentine’s Day gift
comes with a colorful certificate emailed
to your loved one announcing that a
cockroach has been named in his or her
honor. The Name-a-Roach offering is a
fun, light-hearted way to make sure your
loved one knows your feelings will last a
lifetime while helping the Bronx Zoo and
WCS further its mission to save wildlife

and wild places in New York and around
the world.

For a $15 donation, your Valentine will
receive a printable certificate featuring
the name chosen for the roach named in
their honor. To make an extra special
impression, orders can be upgraded to
include a lovable plush roach, a scented
roach candle, or a special Valentine virtu-
al Bronx Zoo Animal Encounter with a live
Madagascar hissing cockroach and
another animal guest. All upgrades are
while supplies last. Name-a-Roach gift
orders can be placed at
BronxZoo.com/Roach. The original
Name-a-Roach was launched by the
Bronx Zoo in 2011, and thousands of
hopeless romantics from around the
world have named the zoo’s Madagascar
hissing cockroaches after friends, family,
and loved ones. Previous names chosen
have been inspired by politics, music,
movies, and more. The possibilities are
limitless.

The zoo has plenty of roaches to name
with thousands of the super-sized bugs
on exhibit in Madagascar! – an award-
winning habitat for lemurs, crocodiles,
and many other species from the African
island nation. Madagascar hissing cock-
roaches, reaching nearly four-inches
long, are the world’s largest roach
species.  The namesake hissing noise is
emitted as a defense mechanism.  Unlike
nearly every other roach species,

Madagascar hissing cockroaches are not
considered pests and rarely enter homes.
—newsroom.wcs.org 

Dating apps offer a snapshot about
a person’s life, but in the space of
a few weeks, a surprising health

issue has emerged as a dealmaker or
heartbreaker: have you had the coron-
avirus vaccine? Some are bragging they
have gotten the shot in order to better
their chances, while others are using it to
justify what one singleton described as
“the most 2021 rejection ever.”  But can
you trust every lonely heart who claims
they’ve been inoculated against Covid-
19? Samantha Yammine, a scientist who
often talks on Twitter about health issues,
says she’s received messages about
“dudes on dating apps claiming they’re
‘totally safe for close contact’ because
they have received the vaccine.

Of course, most young people using
dating apps are not in vaccination priority
groups at the front of the line, so some see
having gotten the shot as a sort of golden
ticket for hooking up. “Basically, getting the
vaccine is the hottest thing you could be
doing on a dating app right now,” said
Michael Kaye, global communications
manager for OkCupid. When asked on
Monday, 43 percent of some 1,500 mem-
bers of another site, Coffee Meets Bagel,
said they were right now more attracted to
someone who had been vaccinated.
Journalist Sarah Kelly, who has not been
able to get the shot, said she really got “the
most 2021 rejection ever.” A man on a dat-
ing site wrote her: “Ur real cool however I
found someone who is also Vaccinated!!
So I think we both wanna minimize our
bubble n stay safer in these trying times!!!”

Idea for new dating app? 
Dozens of people on social media

have even suggested—some jokingly,
others in the spirit of pandemic entrepre-
neurship—that a new dating app be cre-
ated for the vaccinated. Those who
haven’t been jabbed with the Pfizer-

BioNTech or Moderna elixirs need not log
in. Kimberly Te, who hasn’t been inoculat-
ed yet, was contacted by one guy who
emphasized he had received his first
dose. But for Te, that status is not really all
that important. “I didn’t care because it
seemed like he had only gotten the first
dose so I did not consider him safe from
Covid-19,” she told AFP. 

“I wouldn’t really care if someone on an
online app said they were vaccinated
because for the most part, I don’t know
these people, so I have no reason to trust
them during this pandemic.” Cristina
Vanko—who participated in Moderna’s
clinical trials—says she has seen more
and more people on dating sites posting
about being vaccinated, but she too is not
exactly swayed by it. “There’s still little
research regarding transmission amongst
vaccinated individuals,” she said. “For me,
there’s no difference between vaccinated
or not because I’m vaccinated,” she noted.
“It’s more of an ‘are we both aware of the
risks and do we hold the same values
about safety?’ question.”

‘Wake-up call’ 
For university student Brittany

Biggerstaff, people who say they are vac-
cinated are not more attractive because of
the shot—but it does mean they have put
their faith in science. “It gives insight on a
potential partner’s political views and
knowledge about science and medicine,”
she said. Dawoon Kang, the co-founder of
Coffee Meets Bagel, agrees. “It kind of sig-
nals that this is somebody who actually is
being careful with Covid-19, which proba-
bly gives people a little bit more peace of
mind,” Kang told AFP.

In a deeply divided United States,
where there is a vocal contingent of anti-
vaxxers, even love is a battlefield. On the
online discussion platform Reddit, one
user, echoed by many others, mocked “all
these women being guinea pigs for big
pharma.” Another vaccine skeptic chimed
in: “I’m using people’s stances on vaccines
and masks to determine if I even wanna
associate with these mindless fools follow-
ing everything they’re told.” Vaccination or
not, after nearly a year of living in some
degree of social isolation because of coro-
navirus restrictions, some people in the
dating pool are eager to get out there. As
Valentine’s Day approaches on Sunday,
that urge is even more palpable. 

“People are more active this Valentine’s
Day than ever before,” said OkCupid’s
Kaye. “After a really challenging year, peo-
ple are tired of being alone and want
someone by their side, even virtually, dur-
ing these challenging times.” Kaye noted
that women “especially are more active
than ever! They’re sending ‘Likes’ at a sig-
nificantly higher rate than men.” Since the
pandemic took hold in the United States,
dating sites have been forced to innovate,
offering more video chat options, which
had not been a major feature, and more
virtual happy hour mixers.—AFP

A worker carries a bouquet in the flower district two days before Valentine’s Day amid the COVID-
19 pandemic in Los Angeles, California. — AFP 

Two single young men pick up their signed plastic shopping baskets at a French Auchan super-
market in Csomor town, Hungary a few days ahead of Valentine’s Day. — AFP 

This undated image released by the Wildlife
Conservation Society and the Bronx Zoo in
New York shows a Valentine’s Day gift honor-
ing a loved one by naming a Madagascar
Hissing Roach after them. — AFP photos

This undated image shows a Valentine’s Day
Certificate honoring a loved one by naming a
Madagascar Hissing Roach after them. 

This illustration shows a person looking at the
OkCupid dating app on a smartphone in Los
Angeles. — AFP 


